CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1. Conclusion

Argumentative writing skill is one of the essential skills required to be mastered by the students of the English Department of UWM to be able to compose a Paper Writing or Thesis Writing. To be able to write an argumentative writing well, one is required to be able to express his/her idea clearly and systematically so that the purpose of convincing others can be achieved.

Seeing that some students still have difficulty in producing a sound and convincing argument, the writer was interested in studying this phenomenon. Thus, he decided to analyze the structure of argument contained within the argumentative compositions to be able to study the cause of the errors and offer some solutions to answer this problem.

For this purpose, the writer chose the E class of the sixth-semester students of the 1994 academic year as his subject of the study since in the time of the study, these students have already passed the Argumentative Class. The writer hoped that the findings of this study could be generalized to the sixth-semester students of the English Department of Widya Mandala
University since the subject of the study represents the characteristics of the sixth-semester students.

Based on the findings on the study, the writer was able to conclude that the seven types of argument patterns as proposed by Maccoun are used by the sixth-semester students of the English Department of UWM. Those types are the zig-zag solution pattern, the source’s bias pattern, the one-sided argument pattern, the eclectic approach pattern, the pointers pattern, the other side questioned pattern, and the disagreement with no refutation pattern. The mostly used pattern is the disagreement with no refutation pattern (47.36%), followed by the zig-zag solution pattern (15.78%) and the eclectic approach pattern along with the other side questioned pattern (10.52%). Meanwhile, the least chosen patterns are the source’s bias pattern, the one-sided argument pattern, and the pointers pattern (5.26%). On the types of argument errors made by the students in their argumentative compositions, the writer was able to conclude that 29.26% of the students made errors by not refuting the opposing data and 26.82% included fallacies of straw argument in their data. Moreover, 14.63% used fallacies of emotive language while another 14.63% made errors by using obscure authority in their supporting data. In addition, 4.87% included non-sequitur fallacies while the rest made errors by providing slippery slope fallacies, drawing hasty generalization, using ad populum fallacies, and concluding a shallow claim.
From the above conclusions the writer had finally come to a general conclusion that the errors of a faulty argument can be analyzed through its structural pattern. By knowing the effective and proper pattern of argument, the students are expected to have no more impediments in composing a written argument since in the art of composing an argument, one should be able to back up his argument with accurate evidence and logical reasoning. Thus, through a well-planned pattern of argument, the aims of convincing others can be achieved easily.

5.2. Suggestions

The writer here wishes to propose several suggestions to the English Department, argumentative writing lecturers, and fellow students who also wish to study the argumentative discourse in the future.

First, the writer realizes the importance of the reading subject to equip the students with necessary reading skills and information for composing a scientific paper. Thus, the writer hopes that the present English Department should expand the materials for this subject so that the students will have plenty resources in producing written compositions for academic purposes. This improvement can be done by including teaching, linguistics, or literature topics as the materials so that the students will have enough background
knowledge or information when conducting studies on these topics in the future.

Second, the writer suggests that the argumentative writing lecturers should emphasize initially on the fundamental theories of argument as also taught in Logic and Discourse Analysis subjects. They can include relevant materials, such as: deductive and inductive method of reasoning, syllogism, argumentation analysis, etc., to improve the students’ knowledge to be able to compose a well argument. By doing this, the writer hopes that students will find the Writing V subject to be easier, more interesting, and challenging.

Last but not least, the writer suggests other students to conduct further studies on this topic. There are still so many aspects that the writer is still unable to cover. However, for continuing this study, the writer suggests the study of the effect of different argument patterns and refutation strategies toward the effectivity level of an argument or the study of minimizing the students’ argument errors by implementing logic and discourse analysis in the argumentative writing.
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